
Knowledge Engineering through Process Mining 
The Practice



Why process mining?



Item Description

Contents of an event log



An example event log

Case id Activity Timestamp Resource



Mined models



Lessons
learned



Lesson 1: 
Nobody will give you an event log in XES format



process mining CSI team
Data needs

interpretation have
scripting skills

You don’t know what you will find!



Lesson 2: 
It is the data that matters, not the fancy algorithm



new
algorithms better data
quality Don’t accept the
first version of the data, iterate and improve!



Lesson 3: 
Only scientists, BPM people and auditors like flow charts



process
diagrams petri nets flow
charts

provide people with the
visualizations that they understand



Lesson 4: 
ERP data is just 5% of the process data

ERP data is relatively easy to extract and reflects the 
formal process. However, there is always an informal 
process and many other sources of process data are 
available.



Don’t trust the formal information systems. Ask 

people how they actually work and you’ll discover many informal 
information systems (Excel, Access etc). Also, search for more 

reliable data source like sensor data. Don’t close your eyes for 

unstructured data. 



Lesson 5: 
Good processes do no imply good products 

A good process is only a means to an end.



An overengineered process that is perfect on paper can lead to unnecessary

bureaucracy. This bureaucracy can lead to frustrated
employees, not feeling in control. They may leave the company because

`people are redesigning their work'. The process `quality' may be

improved, but the product quality is not. So be careful what you

wish for and don't forget to include the people who do the work.



Lesson 6: 
Not everybody will share your enthusiasm

It can be hard to get data and people might benefit 
from things not being transparent. 



Think about what people have to gain or have to lose. The turkey may not

be willing to give you the Christmas dinner recipe.



Lesson 7: 
Process mining is just the first step of a long journey



useless. 

listen 
to you 

hard and takes time. 

perfect 
excuse 



Recap



2: It is the data that matters, not the fancy algorithm

1: Nobody will give you an event log in XES format

3: Only scientists, BPM people and auditors like flow charts

4: ERP data is just 5% of the process data

5: Good processes do no imply good products 

6: Not everybody will share your enthusiasm

7: Process mining is just the first step of a long journey



afraid 



afraid 



Questions?


